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ABSTRACT
Cloud computing is widely spreading era. It includes it companies, business line , all online shopping sites ,
including cell phone service providers etc… but in other hand storage capacity and security are increasing issues.
Cloud user have no more longer direct control over their data, which makes data security one of the major concerns
of using cloud. Previous research work already allows data integrity to be verified without possession of the actual
data file. The trusted third party known as auditor. And verification done by this auditor is known as authorized
auditing. The Previous system has many drawbacks regarding third party like any one can challenge to the cloud
service provider for proof of data integrity. Also in it includes research in BLSS signature algorithm to supporting
fully dynamic data updates. This algorithm is used to update an only fixed-sized block known as coarse-grained
updates. Though this system takes more time for updating data.

In our paper, we are providing a system which support authorized auditing and fine-grained update request. Thus,
our system dose not only increases security and flexibility but also providing a new big data application to all cloud
service providers for large data frequent small updates.

Keywords: Cloud computing, big data, data security, authorized auditing, fine-grained dynamic data
update

I. INTRODUCTION
Although Previous data auditing schemes already have various properties , potential risks and inefficiency such as
security risks in unauthorized auditing requests and inefficiency in processing small updates still exist. We will
focus on better support for small dynamic updates, which benefits the scalability and efficiency of a cloud storage
server. To achieve this, our scheme utilizes a flexible data segmentation strategy. Meanwhile, we will address a
potential security problem in supporting public verifiability to make the scheme more secure and robust, which is
achieved by adding an additional authorization process among the three participating parties of client, CSS and a
third-party auditor (TPA).

For providing more security we are using TPA(third party authenticator). Which is able to verify our data from
cloud and check our data’s integrity .we are providing authenticity to the TPA using md5 hashing algorithm which is
going to perform main function in our system.
it will allow to achieve us the security of our data from TPA also. MD5 hashing algorithm gives 128 bit hash key

which is allocate to every tpa which should be given at the time of verifying data at cloud.

II. METHOD&MATERIAL
 ALGORITHM USED:

1. Message Digestion (MD5):

i. It Is Designed To Run Effectively On 32-Bit Processor.

ii. Generate Unique Hash Value For Each Input.

iii. It Produce Fixed Length 128-Bit Hash Value With No Limit Of Input Message.
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iv. Advantage Is Fast Computing And Uniqueness.

v. Also Known As Hashing Function.

2. Advanced Encryption Standards (AES)

I. Secrete Key Generation Algo.

II. AES Work By Repeating The Same Defined Steps Multiple Times For Encryption & Decryption.

III. It Operates On Fixed Number Of Bytes.

IV. Block Size: 128-Bit

V. Key Length: 128,192,256-Bits

VI. Encryption Primitives: Substitution, Shift, Bit Mixing

III. OTHER SECTIONS
(A)Motivation of the Project:

1. Cost-efficiency brought by elasticity is one of the most important reasons why cloud is being widely adopted. For
example, Vodafone Australia is currently using Amazon cloud to provide their users with mobile online-video-
watching services. Without cloud computing, Vodafone cannot avoid purchasing computing facilities that can
process 700 rps, but it will be a total waste for most of the time.

2. Other two large companies who own news.com.au and realestate.com.au, respectively, are using amazon cloud
for the same reason. We can see through these cases that scalability and elasticity, thereby the capability and
efficiency in supporting data dynamics, are of extreme importance in cloud computing.

(B) Purpose and Scope of Document:

For providing more security we are using TPA (third party authenticator). Which is able to verify our data from
cloud and check our data’s integrity. We are providing authenticity to the TPA using md5 hashing algorithm which
is going to perform main function in our system.

it will allow achieving us the security of our data from TPA also. Md5 hashing algorithm gives 128 bit hash key
which is allocate to every TPA which should be given at the time of verifying data at cloud.

(C) Proposed System Problem Statement:

The challenge/verification process of our scheme, we try to secure the scheme against a malicious CSS who tries to
cheat the verifier TPA about the integrity status of the client’s data, which is the same as previous work on both PDP
and por. In this step, aside from the new authorization process (which will be discussed in detail later in this section),
the only difference compared to is the and variable-sectored blocks. Therefore, the security of this phase can be
proven through a process highly similar with using the same framework, adversarial model and interactive games
defined in. A detailed security proof for this phase is therefore omitted here.
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Fig. Architecture of propose system

According To Architecture We Are Having Three Main Components Viz.,

1. Client

2. Cloud Service Provider (CSP)

3. Third Party Auditor (TPA)

Functions or Authorities of Components:

1. Client

 Can create account

 Can select a file

 Can upload a file to CSS

 Can do updates in file

2. Cloud Service Provider(CSP)

 Can get file

 Can store file

 Can convert it in blocks

3. Third Party Authenticator (TPA)

 Can get a file request

 Can verity file integrity

 Can challenge to CSS
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IV. RESULT & DISCUSSION
As a result, every small update will cause re-computation and updating of the authenticator for an entire file
block, which in turn causes higher storage and communication overheads.
In this project, we provide a formal analysis for possible types of fine-grained data updates and propose a scheme
that can fully support authorized auditing and fine-grained update requests. Based on our scheme, we also propose
an enhancement that can dramatically reduce communication overheads for verifying small updates.
theoretical analysis and experimental results demonstrate that our scheme can offer not only enhanced security and

flexibility, but also significantly lower overhead for big data applications with a large number of frequent small
updates.

V. CONCLUSION
Thus, in our paper we are providing a formal analysis and fine-grained data updating. Purpose of our scheme is that
fully support authorized auditing & fine-grained data updating as per request.
Based on our scheme we have also proposed modification that is dramatically reduce communication overheads for
verification of small updates.
We also plan that for further investigate on the next step how to improve server side protection methods for data
security.
Hence, in our paper data security, storage and computation, efficient security plays important role under cloud
computing context.
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